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Abstract
In this paper we present an historical perspective of CMOS
image sensors from their inception in the mid 1960s through
their resurgence in the 1980s and 90s to their dominance in the
21st century. We focus on the evolution of key performance parameters such as temporal read noise, fixed pattern noise, dark
current, quantum efficiency, dynamic range, and sensor format,
i.e the number of pixels. We discuss how these properties were
improved during the past 30 plus years. We also offer our perspective on how performance will be improved by CMOS technology scaling and the cell phone camera market.

Introduction
MOS image sensors are not a new development, and they
are also not a typical disruptive technology. MOS image sensors
were first devised in the mid 1960’s, when the incumbent technology for electronically capturing video was the vidicon tube
not the CCD. Vidicon technology was mature with more than
30 years of television development behind it. Although the image quality generated by a vidicon tube was excellent, its size,
weight, and lag were disadvantageous for many applications1 .
These limitations created the impetus necessary to develop solid
state MOS image sensors.
During the 1960’s MOS image sensors were used in many
applications including optical character recognition, reading
aids for the blind, and low resolution 2D cameras. Unfortunately MOS sensors had many problems including both high
fixed pattern and temporal noise. CCDs were invented in 1969
and quickly offered better imaging performance than MOS image sensors. This forced MOS image sensors into only a few
specialized applications such as spectroscopy.
Throughout the 1970’s CCDs dominated the image sensor market, due to their inherently lower FPN. During the early
1980’s CCDs were controlled by only a few companies and were
produced for only a few applications. This made conditions
right for universities and companies to start the exploration of
CMOS image sensors, the next generation of MOS image sensors, for various applications. This included applications such as
machine vision, hand held video cameras,and space based sen1 For
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a detailed description of vidicon tubes see [1].

sors. CMOS image sensors can integrate sensing and processing on the same chip and have higher radiation tolerance than
CCDs. In addition CMOS sensors could be produced by a variety of different foundries. This opened the creative flood gates
and allowed people all over the world to experiment with CMOS
image sensors.
The 1990’s saw the rapid development of CMOS image
sensors by universities and small companies. By the end of
the 1990’s image quality had been significantly improved, but
it was still not as good as CCDs. During the first few years of
the 21st century it became clear that CMOS image sensor could
out–perform CCDs in the high speed imaging market, but that
their performance still lagged in other markets. Then, the development of the cell phone camera market provided the necessary
capital to improve CMOS image sensors to a point where they
out–perform CCDs in many applications today.
Another good description of the history of MOS/CMOS
image sensors is presented by Fossum in [2, 3].
In the remainder of this paper we will elaborate on the
history of MOS/CMOS image sensors using key performance
parameters to track their development. In the next section we
present definitions for temporal read noise, fixed pattern noise,
dark current, quantum efficiency, dynamic range, and format as
they pertain to MOS image sensors. In following three sections
we chronicle the invention, resurgence and the present and future of MOS image sensors. Finally we present our conclusions.

Definitions
In this Section we discuss six key parameters that determine an image sensor’s performance. This is clearly an oversimplification, because more than six parameters are required to
completely characterize an image sensor. In this paper the six
parameters that we will focus on are temporal read noise, fixed
pattern noise, dark current, quantum efficiency, dynamic range,
and sensor format.
In order to simplify the explanation of these parameters we
present a simplified model for an image sensor, i.e.
Yi, j (t) = gi, j (η Fi, j tint + Ii,dcj tint + Ni, j (t)) + Oi, j ,

(1)

where Yi, j is the sensor output voltage from pixel (i, j), η is the
quantum efficiency of the sensor, Fi, j is the photon flux at pixel
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(i, j), tint is the sensor integration time, Ii,dcj is the sensor dark
current at pixel (i, j), Ni, j is the temporal read noise, gi, j is the
conversion gain of pixel (i, j), and finally Oi, j is the fixed offset
voltage of pixel (i, j).
We define temporal read noise of pixel (i, j) as the RMS
variation in Ni, j (t). To measure this value the sensor integration time is typically set to zero, i.e. tint = 0 and Yi, j (t) is measured multiple times. Temporal read noise is typically reported
in electrons(e-) RMS. Temporal read noise consists of thermal
and 1/f noise from transistors in the readout path, and detector
(photogate or photodiode) reset noise[4].
We define fixed pattern noise (FPN) as the pixel to pixel
variation of the sensor when the input signal Fi, j is constant for
all pixels. In our simple model this implies that FPN consists of
two components, offset and gain. The offset FPN is caused by
dark current variation and transistor mismatch, i.e. the pixel to
pixel variations in gi, j (Ii,dcj tint ) + Oi, j . Gain variation is caused
by variation in effective pixel size and conversion gain, i.e. gi, j .
We will define offset FPN as the peak to peak variation from
pixel to pixel divided
 scale output, and we
 by the sensor full
define gain FPN as max gi, j − min gi, j /gi, j where gi, j is the
average sensor gain. See [5] for detailed discussion of FPN in
MOS image sensors.
Dark current Ii,dcj is the photodetector leakage current. It
is typically measured as a function of integration time and
temperature when Fi, j = 0. It is often reported in units of
pA/cm2 at a specific operating temperature. Dark current consists of both Shockley–Hall–Read (SHR) generation and diffusion currents[6]. It is very sensitive to temperature and silicon
defect density. For example, the dark current doubling rate of a
MOS image sensor is typically between 6-12◦ C at room temperature.
Quantum efficiency η is defined as the ratio between the
number of collected electron/hole pairs to the number of incident photons at a specific wavelength. The quoted quantum efficiency is typically the maximum achieved over the visible spectrum.
Dynamic range is defined as the maximum non-saturating
signal divided by the temporal read noise. For example, if the
average sensor conversion gain gi, j = 2µ V/e- and the maximum
output signal is 1V and the sensor temporal read noise is 50eRMS, then the dynamic range of the sensor is 500000/50 =
10000, i.e. 80dB. Finally, sensor format is the number of pixels
in an image sensor.

Invention of the MOS Image Sensor
Research on solid state image sensors began in the mid
1960’s. The first MOS integrating solid state image sensor was
developed at Fairchild Semiconductor in Palo Alto, California
by G. Weckler in 1967[7]. He developed a MOS passive pixel
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architecture as shown in Figure 1 that used a reverse biased photodiode to integrate photogenerated charge, connected to a single pchannel MOS transistor to individually access each pixel in
a linear array. The photodiode is read out by turning on the MOS
access transistor and transferring charge from the photodiode to
a column amplifier via the column bit line. During this process
the photodiode is also reset to fixed voltage determined by the
column level amplifier. Typically a capacitive transimpedance
amplifier is used at the column level for passive pixel sensors.
Between readout periods the photodiode is always integrating
photocharge. This development dramatically increased the sensitivity of MOS image sensors compared with non-integrating
photoresistive sensors.
Quickly, researchers at Plessey, Stanford University, University of Waterloo, and Nippon Electric Company started development of MOS image sensors. In 1968 P. Noble at Plessey
in Northamptonshire England proposed the MOS active pixel
architecture[8]. This pixel architecture, shown in Figure 2, uses
a pchannel MOS transistor to buffer the photodiode voltage.
This circuit trades–off higher sensor speed and lower temporal
read noise for smaller pixel fill factor, i.e. the ratio of photodiode area to the pixel area. The photodiode is reset by turning
on M1, which forces the voltage across the photodiode to VDD.
The photodiode voltage is readout by turning on M3 and using
M2 as a source follower. Just like the MOS passive pixel architecture, between readout/reset periods the photodiode is always
integrating photocharge. Other researchers at Plessey and at the
University of Waterloo in Canada also worked on the MOS active pixel architecture[9, 10, 11] during late 1960’s and early
1970’s.
At the same time researchers at Stanford University were
working on MOS passive pixel image sensors for aiding the
blind to read standard printed text[12, 13, 14]. This research
was commercialized into the Optacon in the early 1970’s.
In Japan, Nippon Electric Company (NEC) was also
developing MOS passive pixel image sensors for line scan
applications[15] in the early 1970’s.
The performance of early MOS image sensors was limited
by offset fixed pattern noise caused by MOS transistor threshold
and gate–to–source overlap capacitance variation. For example
a typical MOS image sensor had about 5% full scale (FS) offset
fixed pattern noise. That corresponds to about ±300mV of pixel
to pixel variation under dark conditions.
Just after the development of the MOS image sensors,
CCDs were conceived by W. S. Boyle and G. E. Smith at AT&T
in September of 1969[16]. CCD image sensors quickly evolved
to become the prevailing technology for visible solid-state imaging, mainly because MOS image sensors could not match their
imaging performance. Moreover, CCDs achieved an order of
magnitude lower offset fixed pattern noise than contemporary
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MOS image sensors. This caused research on MOS image sensors to almost stop until the early 1980’s.

Resurgence of the MOS Image Sensor
By the early 1980’s CCD technology had improved significantly. Dark current had been reduced to 10s of pA/cm2 by using pinned photodiode and multi–phase pinned buried channel
devices, temporal read noise had been reduced to 10s of electrons RMS via correlated double sampling (CDS), and quantum efficiency (QE) had been improved to greater than 90% via
backside illumination[17, 18, 19]. Although CCDs had higher
performance than MOS image sensors there were still reasons
to develop MOS image sensor technology. Specifically, CCDs
were controlled by a few companies, limiting access to the technology, CCDs have poor radiation tolerance, and sensing and
processing could not be integrated on the same chip.
In the early 1980’s researchers at Hitachi in Japan[20, 21,
22, 23] and at the University of Linkoping in Sweden[24, 25]
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started investigating MOS sensors as an alternative to CCDs.
Both groups used a passive pixel architecture. The Hitachi group
focused on NTSC format, 492 × 388 pixel, 2-D sensors for
portable video camera applications. They reduced the sensor
offset FPN to less than 0.03% of the full scale output (FS), and
increased the dynamic range to 61dB. Now temporal read noise
and dark current were the dominate performance limitations in
MOS image sensors, when compared with CCDs.
R. Forchheimer and his group at the University of Linkoping were interested in developing smart sensors for industrial
inspection applications. They developed a smart sensor technology that allowed them to integrate a 1-D photodiode array with
an analog to digital converter (ADC) and a simple signal processor. This work was commercialized by Integrated Vision Products AB (IVP) in Linkoping Sweden. Throughout the 1980’s and
1990’s IVP developed smart MOS sensors for industrial inspection, food sorting, quality control, and robotic vision. Although
passive pixel sensors suffer from poor temporal read noise and
high dark current, this limitation is not a serious problem in machine vision applications because illumination is well controlled
and integration times are short.
Work at the University of Linkoping did not go unnoticed,
and by the end the 1980’s researchers at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland were also developing MOS image sensors.
Using a passive pixel architecture, P. Denyer et al. focused
on low cost high volume single chip 2-D cameras[26, 27, 28].
These cameras contained a 2-D sensor, an ADC, and enough
digital logic to perform various camera control functions. In the
early 1990’s this work spawned VLSI Vision Ltd. (Vision) in
Edinburgh Scotland, and this group continued work in this area
until they were acquired by ST Microelectronics in 1999. Currently this same group is developing CMOS image sensors for
cell phone camera applications. Between the late 1990’s and
now, image quality requirements forced Vision/ST to change
from passive pixel sensors to 3T active pixel sensors, and finally to 4T active pixel sensors with pinned photodiodes[29, 30].
These changes enabled temporal read noise to be reduced from
100s of electrons RMS to 14e- RMS, dark current to be reduced
from more than 1nA/cm2 to 40pA/cm2 at room temperature, and
sensor formats increased from 16k pixels to greater than 1.3M
pixels.
In the early 1990’s another group of researchers at JPL in
Pasadena California, started to investigate CMOS image sensors for space applications[2, 31, 32, 3, 33, 34, 35]. CMOS image sensors typically have much higher radiation tolerance than
CCD image sensors, making them much more suitable for space
applications. Unlike contemporary research in Japan and Europe, Fossum et al. focused on active pixel sensors with either
photodiode or photogate detectors. This work was commercialized by Photobit in the mid 1990’s. Photobit was acquired by
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Micron Technology in 2001, and currently this same group is
also developing CMOS image sensors for cell phone cameras.
Researchers at JPL are still investigating high-end CMOS image sensors for space and military applications[36, 37]. This
work has produced 2-D photogate sensors that achieve 5e- RMS
temporal readout noise and 2-D photodiode sensors with 109dB
of intrascene dynamic range.
In 1992 researchers at Stanford University in Palo Alto California started to investigate CMOS image sensors with pixel
level ADC[38, 39, 40, 41]. This research was focused on
understanding the trade–offs associated with sensor dynamic
range, frame rate, interface simplicity, pixel level processing,
and image quality. Commercialization of this work was performed by Pixel Devices and Pixim in the late 1990’s. Pixel
Devices focused on developing ultra low noise high sensitivity
linear image sensors with pixel level processing for industrial
applications[42, 43, 44]. Pixel Devices was acquired by Agilent Technologies in 2003. Pixim developed ultra wide dynamic
2-D sensors for surveillance applications. Currently Pixim is
still an independent company that produces sensors for high dynamic range surveillance applications. The work at Stanford and
Pixim produced 2-D sensors with a dynamic range of 96dB and
frame rates up to 10K frames/sec on a 352 × 288 sensor, i.e.
1Gpixel/sec. The work at Pixel Devices produced linear CMOS
image sensors with temporal readout noise of 1.4e- RMS and a
dynamic range of 96dB at 2.7Klines/sec.
In addition to the work already discussed, researchers at
the California Institute of Technology, Harvard University, MIT,
Canon, IMEC, AT&T, Rockwell, and others were also active in
the development of CMOS image sensors during the 1980’s and
1990’s[45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].
At the end of the 1990’s and during the first few years
of 21st century it became clear that CMOS image sensors
were quickly approaching the performance levels of CCDs in
many markets, and they had already surpassed the performance
of CCDs in high speed industrial imaging and high radiation
imaging[55].

CMOS Image Sensors Today and Tomorrow
In the 1990’s most CMOS Image Sensors (CIS) were associated with low cost toys due to their inferior quality, but current CIS rival or surpass the performance of most CCDs. The
rapid development of the cell phone camera market, i.e. mobile
imaging, has been the driving force behind these technology advancements.
Most of the challenges in mobile imaging arise from the
demanding size, cost, and imaging requirements under low light
level conditions. As customers demand higher resolutions, pixel
size must be reduced. Currently state of the art pixel pitch ranges
from 2µ m to 2.5µ m, where the floating diffusion (FD), reset,
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source follower and row selection transistors are shared among
4 pixels (1.75T/pixel) [56, 57, 58]. Mainstream CIS are fabricated using a 0.18µ m CMOS technology, and by the end of 2006
0.13µ m CIS technology will be in production. Process technology scaling is enabling smaller pixels and higher resolution at
an almost fixed cost for the digital still and cell phone camera
markets.
The introduction of the pinned photodiode has dramatically
improved the performance of CIS under low light conditions.
The pinned photodiode was developed to reduce lag in CCDs,
but today it is used to reduce dark current and temporal read
noise. It is constructed using a fully depleted n layer sandwiched between two p layers, i.e. the p surface pinning layer
and the p substrate. Dark current is typically reduced by two
orders magnitude due to the isolation of generation sites at the
surface of the photodiode, and true CDS is also enabled by the
pinned photodiode. As a result, state of the art CIS has much
lower dark current (< 50pA/cm2 ), lower temporal read noise (5–
8e- RMS, [56, 57]), and lower offset FPN (< 0.01%FS [56]).
Pinned photodiodes typically have a peak QE of approximately
50%.
The development of pinned photodiodes in low voltage
CMOS process, however, was not an easy task. Due to the limited supply voltage, complete charge transfer from photodiode
to the floating diffusion is a challenge as the potential barrier
and/or pocket underneath the transfer gate could result in image
lag [59]. Moreover, the requirements of maintaining a large
full well capacity, high responsivity, high QE, and low crosstalk
while continuously shrinking pixel size, demand constant process engineering and design trade-off optimization. [58, 60, 61]
In addition to low power consumption and system integration, high speed and low noise readout are also advantages of
CIS over CCD’s. In [62], a 1920 × 1440 CIS is presented that
operates at 180 frames/sec (6.0Gbps) with only 5.2e- RMS of
temporal read noise and 580 mW of power dissipation; and in
[63], a CIS with sub-electron temporal read noise was demonstrated that potentially could be used for photo counting.
CIS are quickly becoming ubiquitous in almost every market including industrial, scientific, medical, and defense imaging. Even digital still cameras (DSC) and camcorders are
switching from CCDs to CIS [64]. Intelligent transport systems
and automotive “scene processing” applications are starting to
rely on CIS [65]. In addition, numerous experiments have been
reported where CIS are used for in vitro and in vivo live cell
imaging, for studying bio-luminescence, and for DNA sequencing [66, 67].

Conclusions
The performance of MOS/CMOS image sensors has continuously improved since their inception in the late 1960’s.
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60-70dB is still a typical value for most applications. Figure 6
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Moore’s law and the capital generated by the cell phone camera
market promise to keep this trend going many years to come.
In the following six figures we graph some of the improvements
in MOS/CMOS image sensors over the past 30 plus years. The
points in each graph represent reported data and the solid line is
the least squares linear fit to the data. These figures are incomplete and do not show correlations between parameters or tradeoffs between parameters, but they do show the general trends.
Figure 3 shows how offset FPN as been reduced as a function of
time to a level where it is unnoticeable today. Figure 4 shows
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shows how dark current has been decreased as a function of time
from 100s of nA/cm2 to 10s of pA/cm2 by using pinned photodiodes. Figure 7 shows how quantum efficiency has stayed con-
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stant or decreased slightly as a function of time. This is due to
reductions in pixel size and the reflective limitation caused by
the SiO2 silicon interface[68]. Clearly the next step for CIS is
backside illumination[69]. Figure 8 shows how the number of
pixels in a MOS/CMOS image sensor has increased from 10s in
the 1960’s to over 10 million in the 21st century.
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